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Spin-offs, Leverage
and Value Extraction—
A Spin by Any Other Name ...
By Deborah L. Paul*

Deborah L. Paul discusses the formality of current spin-off rules
and practices and analyzes whether, in light of the purposes of the
spin-off rules, there should be restrictions on leveraging or value
extraction, and if so, what sort of restrictions make sense.
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a simple matter. But, such a transaction raises basic
tax policy issues. Tax professionals pride themselves
on engaging in a discipline infused with a respect for
“substance over form.” Yet, tax professionals are also
aware that form often plays a significant and even
decisive role. The area of spin-offs—the distribution
by one corporation (“Distributing”) of the stock of a
controlled corporation (“Controlled”)—presents a
case study in the nuances surrounding the relationship between substance and form in the tax law. A
foundational case upholding substance over form,
Gregory v. Helvering,1 involved a spin-off. Yet, as
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enue Code (the “Code”) are replete with formalisms.
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Code contains different rules for different structures.
This article addresses primarily a single basic fact
pattern. A public company conducts two businesses
and wishes to spin one of them off to the public
company’s shareholders. The article presumes that the
transaction has a valid business purpose and that all
the other requirements of Code Sec. 355 are satisfied.
Furthermore, in the fact pattern, the public company
has a certain amount of debt immediately before the
spin-off. The debt is debt for tax purposes, and the
ostensible borrower could have afforded to borrow the
relevant amount on a stand-alone basis. That is, the
Plantation Patterns2 doctrine is not at play. The article
discusses whether the Code should impose constraints
on the respective capital structures of Distributing and
Controlled as they emerge from the spin-off.
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Current law does impose constraints, depending
on how the spin-off is structured. For example, a
basis limit applies if Controlled assumes Distributing debt or if Controlled borrows, distributes
funds to Distributing, and then Distributing uses
the funds to repay debt of Distributing. No basis
limit applies, however, if Controlled issues debt
securities to Distributing, which Distributing
exchanges for Distributing debt. Logically, since
these three structures are economically the same,
the Code should impose a basis limit on all three
or none at all.
As another example, a basis limit applies if Distributing drops one business, Business A, into Controlled,
Controlled borrows, and Controlled distributes the
borrowed funds to Distributing (which retains the
other business, Business B). However, no basis
limit would apply if Distributing retained Business
A, Distributing dropped Business B into Controlled,
Distributing borrowed, and Distributing contributed
the borrowed funds to Controlled. The Code favors
contributions of cash over distributions of cash.
The current rules lie at the intersection of two fundamental tax policy principles. First, the Code aims to
facilitate corporate restructurings by refraining from
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The Code never reconciles
these two principles
nci
principl s
in the context of spin-offs that allocate Distributing
debt between Distributing and Controlled. Instead,
the Code adopts one principle in certain contexts and
the other principle in other contexts, with the result
that the applicable rules depend on form.
In providing different rules for different paths to
the same result, the Code presents a dilemma for tax
administrators. One approach would be for the IRS
to apply traditional doctrines in a traditional manner. As will be shown, the IRS has not followed this
approach. Instead, the IRS has allowed taxpayers
to choose the most favorable form. In private ruling
after private ruling, the IRS has approved transactions in circumstances where traditional doctrines
might have come out differently. The IRS’s approach
stems from a recognition of the formality inherent
in the Code. If the Code provides multiple paths,
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some of which are taxpayer-favorable and some of
which are taxpayer-unfavorable, but all of which
are economically the same, the thinking goes, the
taxpayer should be entitled to choose. A rigid application of the Code’s categories would only increase
formality to no particular tax policy end. Thus, the
IRS’s ruling practice has evolved to find taxpayerfavorable treatment in the context of leverage shifts
in spin-offs where it can.
At one level, the system works. Transactions
happen, and, in the end, thanks to expansive interpretations by the IRS, taxpayers generally obtain
the capital structure they want for Distributing
and Controlled. But, these results carry with them
significant transaction costs and inefficiencies. For
example, many transactions cannot occur without
a private ruling from the IRS, because only the IRS
can provide comfort that the necessary formalities
have been observed. Some of these inefficiencies
could be mitigated by the IRS issuing published
rulings on key points.
Beyond published rulings, the Code could be
made more consistent with a statutory amendment
that would impose a basis limitation on securitiesfor-debt exchanges. Indeed, bills to that effect
have been floated numerous times.3 The principle
of consistency could also be served by statutory
amendments going in the opposite direction, however, namely, by eliminating basis limitations in the
case of liability assumptions and cash distributions
used to pay creditors. Indeed, basis limitations
are not inevitable. Until 2004, the Code did not
impose
mpos a basis
bas s limitation
limita on on
o cash
cash distributions.
dis ributions 4
While
Whi e amending
am nding the
the Code
ode to impose
impo e a basis
basis limit
im
on securities-for-debt exchanges would make the
Code more consistent, the desirability of such an
amendment should be analyzed from the perspective of more substantive policy considerations, as
discussed below. Such an amendment would not
be desirable from the perspective of one who believes that the Code should facilitate leverage shifts
in spin-offs. Imposing a basis limit on securitiesfor-debt exchanges would undercut taxpayers’
abilities to obtain the desired capital structures for
Distributing and Controlled.
The formalism inherent in the Code’s treatment of
debt shifts in spin-offs runs deeper than the inconsistency among liability assumptions, cash distributions,
and securities-for-debt exchanges, because a taxpayer
can choose which business to spin off. The roles of
transferor and transferee can be reversed, and, by the
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same token, a cash contribution can replace a cash
distribution. The business that would be the transferor
can instead itself be disposed of and be packaged
with cash.
All this raises the question whether it is possible
to develop a regime that does away with formal
distinctions. The goal would be to make the results
independent of which business is spun off and
independent of the mechanism by which debt is
shifted from Distributing to Controlled. The system
ideally would determine tax results solely based
on economic distinctions. Part VIII of this article
presents a heuristic for developing such a system.
However, it seems inevitable that, even if the Code
eliminates some formalities, others will remain.
At a minimum, the spin-off rules presuppose that
businesses are conducted in corporate form. Rules
governing the separation of businesses conducted
in partnership form differ from those applicable
to corporations.
Part II of this article discusses arguments for and
against currently taxing debt shifts in excess of
basis in the context of spin-offs, concluding that
both sets of arguments have intuitive appeal. Part
III sets forth possible approaches responsive to the
arguments
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Part V demonstrates how taxpayers have exploited
the current law preference for securities-for-debt
exchanges and the current law preference for contributions of cash over distributions of cash. Part V
also demonstrates the centrality of the IRS ruling
process and the leeway the IRS has given taxpayers.
Part VI widens the lens to cover spin-offs involving
debt shifts where the leveraged entity is meant to
be acquired as part of the plan. These transactions
exacerbate the concerns of those who would argue
that spin-offs with debt shifts are akin to sales. Part
VII highlights formalities that apply when Controlled equity, rather than Controlled debt, is the
source of the funds. Finally, Part VIII outlines several
directions in which the law could head. The system
could continue as it has, facilitating transactions yet
imposing inefficiencies, or broader reform could
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be considered, which might serve the prospect of
prioritizing substance over form. Any such reform
that makes results independent of which business
is spun off would upend basic tax principles, such
as the realization requirement, and would therefore
have far-reaching implications. Such reform would
have to grapple with a number of basic questions
sketched out in Part VIII.

I I. Fundamental Principles
A. Arguments Against Taxing
Spin-offs Currently
Strong arguments can be made that spin-offs involving shifts of debt in excess of basis should not
be taxed currently. First, by dint of the “business
purpose” requirement, spin-offs always have a business purpose.5 The transactions generally stem from
real-world business considerations, not tax planning. Moreover, significant economic and business
pressures drive choices about the capital structures
for Distributing and Controlled. Those pressures
relate to the value of Distributing and Controlled
and the cash flows and volatility of their businesses.
As Distributing shrinks its asset base, Distributing
should, as an economic matter, shed some amount
of the corporate group’s debt. Thus, under this view,
business considerations should drive the amount of
debt that is shifted, rather than the Code setting an
artificial limit based on a variable—basis—that has
no relationship to business considerations. Basis is
any fina
nancier
would
consider
not a variable
aria
able tthat
hat an
ncier wo
w
uld con
sider if
left
his
orr her ow
own
Thus,
basis
eft tto
oh
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n devices.
ice . Th
us, iimposing
mposingg a bas
limit on the amount of leverage that can be shifted
to Controlled interferes with bona fide business and
economic capital structuring.6
Second, one can argue that the Code ought to facilitate corporate restructurings, including spin-offs.
Just as Code Sec. 368 and related provisions facilitate
acquisitive transactions,7 the Code should facilitate
divisive transactions.8 When business exigencies
motivate an acquisition or division, the Code should
not stand in the way. Indeed, one could argue that
divisive transactions are particularly sympathetic.
In a large industrialized society such as ours, it is
beneficial for corporate assets to be able to be disaggregated without significant impediments. Otherwise,
businesses may become larger than is optimal from
an operational and capital structure standpoint. The
Code should not serve as an obstacle to transactions
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that make businesses smaller, more manageable, and
more competitive.
Furthermore, oftentimes, a divisive transaction
is intended to allow corporate parties to engage in
a second-step acquisitive reorganization.9 To the
extent the Code seeks to facilitate acquisitive transactions, it should do so by similarly facilitating a
first-step divisive transaction intended to restructure
the relevant businesses such that the acquisitive
transaction can occur. Where the target business
is separated from another business previously held
under the same corporate umbrella in order to facilitate the amalgamation of such target business
with the acquiror, and both steps are motivated by
an identical, genuine business rationale, it could
be argued that the Code should not impose tax on
the first step if it would not do so with respect to
the second step alone.10
Moreover, certain spin-offs resemble acquisitive
reorganizations. In a transaction qualifying under
both Code Secs. 355 and 368(a)(1)(D) (a “D/355”),
Distributing transfers assets to Controlled in exchange
for Controlled stock, which Distributing then distributes to Distributing’s shareholders. The transaction is
similar to a reorganization under Code Sec. 368(a)(1)
(C) (aa “C
except that Distributing
C Reorganization”),
Reeor
does
oees not
no
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traansffer
f substantially all its assets as does
the
target
he targ
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Third, all the assets held by Controlled remain in
corporate solution. While the repeal of General Utilities12 stands for the proposition that the Code must
impose gain recognition when assets leave corporate
solution, spin-offs do not present such a situation. The
corporate tax base is not depleted. Income from the
assets transferred to Controlled, as well as the assets
that remain at Distributing, will remain subject to
corporate-level tax. Accordingly, there is arguably
little point in triggering gain recognition at the time
of the extraordinary transaction, the spin-off.13 Arguably, the Code should prefer spreading income over
time rather than bunching income into one period.
Finally, one could argue that the classical system
inherent in the Code is fundamentally biased against
the corporate form and that the system should mitigate that bias with liberal nonrecognition rules.
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B. Arguments for Taxing
Spin-offs Currently
To argue the other side of the coin, strong arguments can also be made that spin-offs should be
taxed currently where Distributing cashes out, that
is, where Distributing receives cash, or the equivalent, in excess of Distributing’s basis in the assets or
stock disposed of. One could argue that receipt of
cash in excess of basis is pervasively in the Code the
paradigmatic time to tax. When Distributing shifts
debt to Controlled in excess of basis, Distributing
monetizes (a portion of) its investment. The transaction is arguably not one that raises subtle questions
as to whether there has been a realization event,14
nor does it involve a property-for-property exchange
where the taxpayer has no liquidity to pay tax, each of
which might present a sympathetic case for deferral.
Rather, the transaction involves a disposition for cash
in excess of basis, which, the argument goes, should
be a straightforward case for recognizing gain.15
In response to the business purpose argument
against current taxation, one could argue that the
existence of a business purpose and the fact that
economic pressures drive capital structure do not
mean that tax is not properly imposed. After all,
most sale transactions have a business purpose. One
would not argue that a sale transaction should not
be taxed simply because it stemmed from bona fide
business exigencies.
In response to the argument that the Code should
facilitate corporate restructurings, one could acknowledge
now
wl dgee that
haat the Code
C de should
sh u d facilitate
acilitate divisive
div siv
corporate
thiss do
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orporate restructurings,
estructurin but thi
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such transactions should have a free pass when Distributing cashes out, as the spin-off is the last clear
chance to tax Distributing.
In response to the argument that all assets remain
in corporate solution, one could argue that this argument as well proves too much. If one corporation
simply sells assets to another unrelated corporation,
gain is indisputably recognized.16 If the Code included a concept that protected transactions as long
as assets remained in corporate solution, then sale
transactions by a corporation to another corporation would not be taxed.17 But, they are. The Code
does not view the corporate tax base as a whole as
a single taxpayer such that assets may be moved
around within it without triggering tax. Rather, each
corporation is a separate taxpayer.18 Disposals by a
single corporation of appreciated assets result in tax,
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regardless of whether the assets remain in corporate
solution.19 Thus, arguably, the fact that the assets
remain in corporate solution should not prevent taxation of a spin-off where Distributing receives cash in
excess of basis.20 Moreover, one could argue that an
asset is removed from corporate solution via a spinoff, namely, the stock in Controlled.21
Finally, as to the argument that the classical system
inherently overtaxes, that argument again proves too
much as it argues in favor of doing away with the classical system altogether or lowering the rate of tax on
corporate income, not in favor of ad hoc mitigations
of the classical system.

I II. Possible Approaches
Both sets of arguments discussed in Part II above
have intuitive appeal. Many people would agree
that the Code should facilitate corporate restructurings. At the same time, many would agree that
a taxpayer should be taxed if the taxpayer receives
cash in excess of basis. These intuitions pull in opposite directions, however. The Code navigates this
tension with rules that reflect one intuition in certain
contexts and the other intuition in other contexts,
resulting
inconsistencies.
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asse s to
to ConCo trolled, Distributing is viewed as transferring assets
to itself (the “Alter Ego Theory”).
Second, a believer in the arguments set out in Part
II.B (the “Sale Theory”) would impose tax if cash
exceeds basis. That approach perceives Controlled
as a separate taxpayer that bought assets from Distributing to the extent Controlled paid cash, or the
equivalent, in excess of Distributing’s basis. Under
the Sale Theory, the imposition of tax does not depend on the participation of a third-party acquirer.
Rather, Controlled is viewed as having purchased the
contributed assets from Distributing.22
Third, a person might find the Sale Theory to be
compelling only if both the amount of cash received
by Distributing exceeds basis and Controlled is acquired as part of the transaction (the “Morris Trust
Theory”).23 The view would be that the transaction
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seems like a sale to whomever acquires Controlled,
as the acquiror is likely to support the debt that
Controlled incurred to finance the acquisition of the
assets from Distributing. As discussed in greater detail
in Part VI below, while the basic version of the Morris
Trust Theory would apply regardless of whether the
leveraged acquired company was overleveraged,
some would argue that the Morris Trust Theory should
apply only if the leveraged company is acquired and
is overleveraged in light of the value and nature of
its business.
On the surface, all of the above approaches have
internal logic, but even they are formal in that they
respect the “direction” of the spin. That is, they would
lead to different results depending on which of its two
businesses Distributing spins off. As we shall see in
Parts V.C and VIII below, this issue is a difficult one
to tackle.

IV. Current Law
Under current law, while a corporation recognizes
gain if it sells assets for cash,24 “bootstrap” dispositions are not always taxable. A bootstrap disposition
is a disposition in which the subsidiary that is disposed of provides a portion of the proceeds to the
transferor. In the fully taxable context, Waterman
Steamship25 is an example of a bootstrap disposition, namely, a distribution by the target subsidiary
followed by a sale of the stock of the subsidiary
to a buyer. Spin-offs that involve a shifting of debt
from Distributing to Controlled can be viewed
ass b
bootstrap
dispositions,
because
subsidiary,
ootstrap dis
spositi ns, bec
ause the sub
sidiar
Controlled,
provides
the
transferor,
DisCont
rolled pro
vides proceeds
ceeds tto
o th
e tran
sferor, Di
tributing, in the form of cash or relief of liabilities.
As has been well-observed, the Code contains
three sets of rules for three economically equivalent
but formally different types of spin-offs involving
bootstrap dispositions.26 The three structures are (a) a
cash payment from Controlled to Distributing (and a
subsequent repayment by Distributing of Distributing
debt using such cash), (b) the assumption by Controlled of Distributing liabilities, and (c) the exchange
of Controlled debt securities for Distributing debt.
First, if Controlled distributes cash to Distributing
and Distributing does not transfer assets to Controlled, such that the transaction qualifies under Code
Sec. 355 but is not a D Reorganization (a “355/nonD”), then if the cash exceeds Distributing’s basis in
the Controlled stock, an excess loss account (ELA)
will be created upon the cash distribution27 and then
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triggered on the distribution of Controlled to the
Distributing shareholders.28
If Controlled distributes cash to Distributing in
a D/355, Distributing faces a “use of proceeds”
requirement and, if the cash is used to repay
Distributing debt, a basis limitation. In order to
receive the cash tax-free under Code Sec. 361,
Distributing must use the cash to pay shareholders
or creditors (the “Use of Proceeds Requirement”).29
If the cash is used to pay creditors, under the Code,
the cash must not exceed Distributing’s basis in
the contributed assets (reduced by the amount of
any liabilities assumed).30
Second, if Controlled assumes liabilities of Distributing, Distributing is taxed on the liabilities assumed
in excess of basis.31 As well, in a D/355, the liability
assumption must pass a stringent “principal purpose”
test under Code Sec. 357(b). Code Sec. 357(b) provides that if:

Exchanges. A Use of Proceeds Requirement applies
to cash distributions in the context of D/355s but not
to cash distributions in the context of 355/non-Ds.36

... taking into consideration the nature of the
liability and the circumstances in the light of
which the arrangement for the assumption was
made, it appears that the principal purpose of
the taxpayer with respect to the assumption ...
was
purpose
as a pu
rpo to avoid Federal income tax on
the
th
h exchange,
he
exxcha
hangee, or ... was not a bona fide business
purpose,
neess purp
p
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e ....
e,

Numerous private rulings have approved a structure
under which Distributing issues short-term debt to
investment banks only to redeem it two weeks later in
exchange for Controlled debt securities. The structure
enables Distributing to take advantage of the rules
favoring Securities-for-Debt Exchanges without the
headaches that would derive from redeeming historic
Distributing debt.
A taxpayer wishing to take advantage of the fact
that no basis limit applies to a Securities-for-Debt
Exchange could, in theory, negotiate with historic
debt holders to convince them to receive Controlled
securities
exchange
the
Distributing
debt
they
ecu it es in
n exc
hange forr th
eD
str butin
b
g de
bt the
hold.
Yet,
old Y
et, realistically,
ealis ica ly holders
olders of
o historic
his oric DistributD str bu
ing debt may well not want to own Controlled debt,
as it involves a different issuer in a different business and debt with different terms (maturity, interest
rate, seniority, etc.). Thus, a practice emerged for a
“friendly” investment bank to buy up historic Distributing debt from existing holders, and then exchange
the Distributing debt with Distributing for Controlled
securities.37 At the same time, the IRS approved
Securities-for-Debt Exchanges involving short-term
commercial paper of Distributing.38
Putting these themes together—the notion that a
new owner could qualify as an historic creditor with
only a two-week holding period and the notion that
the debt itself could be issued shortly before the Securities-for-Debt Exchange—taxpayers proposed, and
the IRS approved, scenarios where short-term debt
was issued by Distributing to an investment bank. In

.... then
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hen the total
totaal amount
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in excess
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Third, suppose that in
n a D/355, Controlled
Con rolled isis
sues Controlled debt securities
sec ties to
o Distributing
D is tri but ng
in partial exchange for the assets contributed
by Distributing, and then Distributing transfers
those Controlled debt securities to Distributing
debt holders in exchange for Distributing debt (a
“Securities-for-Debt Exchange”). In this fact pattern, no basis limitation applies to Distributing’s
receipt of the Controlled securities.33 Several bills
have been introduced, however, that would impose such a basis limit.34 Until or unless a basis
limit is imposed on Securities-for-Debt Exchanges,
such exchanges are the most favorable of the three
structures, as they are not subject to a basis limit35
or a Use of Proceeds Requirement.
Thus, as illustrated in Figure 1, current law seems
arbitrary. A basis limit applies to cash distributions
used to retire debt and liability assumptions, but,
in the case of a D/355, not to Securities-for-Debt
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V. Recent Structures
Exploit Formalities
As discussed above, of the three economically
equivalent structures for monetizing an investment in
Controlled, the Securities-for-Debt Exchange is generally the most beneficial because it does not involve
a basis limitation. Thus, taxpayers often seek to style
their transactions as Securities-for Debt Exchanges.
In its ruling practice, the IRS has been accommodating, allowing taxpayers to choose the form that suits
them best. As shown below, the ruling practice has
involved highly context-specific applications of the
step transaction doctrine.

A. Securities-for-Newly-Issued Debt
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a typical format, the bank would hold Distributing’s
newly issued short-term debt for five days and then
Distributing and the bank would enter into an “exchange agreement” pursuant to which Distributing
and the bank would agree to exchange Controlled
securities for the newly issued Distributing debt in
another 11 days (the “5/14 Plan”).39
In approving the structure, the IRS has applied
a narrow version of the step transaction doctrine.
Under the step transaction doctrine, the newly
issued debt might well not be respected as such
debt is issued only to be redeemed. And, although
the exchange agreement is not entered into until
five days after issuance, the redemption of the
debt is clearly the end result, and the issuance and
redemption of the debt are mutually interdependent, suggesting that, under the step transaction
doctrine, the debt would not be respected.40 Arguably, the step transaction doctrine would respect
the debt on the view that the banks do take credit
risk for 14 days and there is no binding agreement to exchange at the time the debt is issued,
as the exchange agreement is not entered into for
five days. 41 One could debate how a traditional
step transaction doctrine analysis would come
out on the
question whether the debt should be
e qu
42
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a good tax result.43 But, arguably, the structure gets
to the correct answer. The thinking of the IRS in issuing rulings approving the structure seems to stem
from a recognition that the Code embodies two
taxpayer-favorable ways to shift debt in a spin-off:
contributing cash or doing a Securities-for-Debt Exchange. Other ways to shift debt (distributing cash
or assuming liabilities) result in basis limits.44 But,
economically, all these are the same. Thus, it appears that the IRS has concluded that if the taxpayer
can facially present a structure that falls within
a favored category, here, the Securities-for-Debt
Exchange, then the taxpayer should be entitled
to the desired treatment.45 That is, while Congress
has provided an irrational framework—taxing
economically identical transactions differently46—
as discussed in Part II.A above, many arguments
can be made in support of the Code facilitating
spin-offs. Thus, the IRS appears comfortable with
a formalistic approach favoring transactions that
style themselves in a manner eligible for beneficial
tax treatment.

B. Travelling Notes
“Travelling notes” also take advantage of the formalism of current law and IRS ruling practice.47 In this
structure, Distributing issues debt to investors that are
willing to invest in either Distributing or Controlled
debt.48 The issuance occurs a period of time (e.g.,
two weeks) before the spin-off and generally before
all conditions to the spin-off have been satisfied.
The notes provide
that
they
be
ha t the
y ccan
an b
exchanged
exch nged for
fo
or ConCon
trolled securities
u p o n t h e o c c u rrence of the spin-off.
The exchange may
be at Distributing’s
election or it may
be mandatory if the
spin-off occurs. If the
spin-off does not occur, the debt remains
at Distributing.49
The taxpayer intends to treat the
exchange of Controlled securities
for the Distributing
travelling notes as
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a Securities-for-Debt Exchange, rather than an assumption of liabilities. The IRS adopted the taxpayer’s
intended approach in LTR 201232014.50 In that ruling, Distributing issued debt to third parties at least
five days before the declaration date of the spin-off
and at least 14 days before the spin-off.51 At least
14 days after the issuance of the travelling notes, in
accordance with the terms of the notes, Distributing
delivered Controlled securities in satisfaction of the
notes.52
If the structure were viewed as an assumption of
liabilities, then, at best, Code Sec. 357(c) would
impose a basis limit on Controlled’s assumption of
Distributing notes. At worst, Code Sec. 357(b) would
apply to treat all the debt assumed in the transaction
as boot. Code Sec. 357(b) aims paradigmatically at
a transaction where a taxpayer wishes to transfer
property in a Code Sec. 351 or D/355 transaction
and receive cash from the transferee corporation.
Knowing, though, that the receipt of cash would be
taxable boot under Code Sec. 351(b) or 361, the
taxpayer instead borrows, retains the cash, and has
the controlled corporation assume the liability. The
IRS has implemented Code Sec. 357(b), as a general
matter, in its ruling practice by requiring parties to
represent
esent that
th
hat any “liabilities of the transferor(s) to
bee assu
assumed
a umed
d by
by tthe transferee were incurred in the
ordinary
course
of business
rdiinaryy co
oursee o
siness aand
nd are aassociated
ssociate with
53
the
he assets
asseets to
o bee transferred.”
tr
er
On
O its
itts face,
face, the
the ttravelling
velling note structure
st ucture in LTR
201232014
att which
1232
2014
2014
4 resembles
re m
the transactions
nsact
Code Sec. 357(b) aims. The taxpayer, Distributing, borrowed cash and
d contributed
ntributed assets
assets to
to a
transferee corporation, Controlled,
Co olled in a Code
Cod
de Sec.
Se .
361 transaction, while the debt shifted to become
an obligation of the transferee corporation. The
taxpayer’s purpose in structuring the transaction as
an incurrence of debt by Distributing, rather than
a distribution of cash by Controlled to Distributing, seems tax-motivated. Of course, the overall
allocation of liabilities and the decisions made
about capital structure are undoubtedly businessmotivated. But, had Controlled borrowed in the first
instance and distributed cash, Distributing would
have had to use the cash to pay shareholders or
creditors, in which latter case a basis limit would
have applied.54 Instead, the travelling notes provide
cash to Distributing, while the liability winds up
at Controlled. Had the IRS required the Code Sec.
357(b) representation—to the effect that the travelling notes were incurred in the ordinary course of
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business and were associated with the assets being
transferred to Controlled—it is difficult to see how
the taxpayer could have given the representation.
Yet, the IRS accepted the taxpayer’s formal styling
of the transaction as a Securities-for-Debt Exchange
rather than an assumption of a liability, with the
result that the representation did not need to be
given and no basis limit or Use of Proceeds Requirement applied. The IRS allowed the taxpayer
to choose the more favorable form.

C. Reversing Distributing
and Controlled
Another approach to avoiding a basis limitation is
to reverse the “direction” of the spin-off. That is,
suppose that Distributing owns two businesses, A
and B. Usually, there is a natural business to spin off,
say, Business B, because, for example, Business B is
smaller than Business A.55 Thus, suppose one’s first
pass at a structure would be for Distributing to drop
Business B into Controlled, have Controlled borrow
funds and distribute the funds to Distributing, and
then spin off Controlled, which holds Business B.
The structure, shown on the left side of Figure 2,
would limit the amount of cash that Distributing
could receive to Distributing’s basis in Business B
(i.e., Distributing’s basis in the assets contributed
to Controlled).
As an alternative, and as shown on the right side
of Figure 2, Distributing could contribute Business
A to Controlled. Then, Distributing could incur debt,
contribute the proceeds to Controlled, which holds
Business
usi ess A,
A, and spin
sp n off
o Controlled.
Controlled
d. The end
end result
resu
iss similar
sim
mi ar to
to the basic
bas c transaction:
nsaction: Businesses
Businesses A and
an
B are separate, debt burdens Business B, and the
cash proceeds of the debt are with Business A. The
difference is that the historic top company, Distributing, owns Business B in the alternative, while it held
Business A in the basic structure.
As a practical matter, it is not always straightforward
to reverse the direction of the spin-off, as there may
be nontax reasons to keep Distributing and Business
A together. Distributing may be a party to commercial
contracts or debt agreements that are meant to stay
with Business A.
But, even those constraints may be able to be
overcome, as illustrated in LTR 200750009,56 where
the taxpayer used a first-step reorganization pursuant to
Code Sec. 368(a)(1)(F) (an “F Reorganization”) to keep
the historic top company together with the spun business,
while contributing cash to Controlled, rather than
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having Controlled Figure 2: Reversing Distributing and Controlled
distribute cash to
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corporation owned
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and B, and wished
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burdening Business
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would go to Business
A. The typical way to
do this would have been for Historic Parent to drop
disposes of the business that was supposed to receive
Business B into a controlled corporation, leverage
the cash, packaging the latter business with cash. If
up the controlled corporation, have the controlled
the constraints on distributions are meant to address
corporation distribute funds to Historic Parent, and
something important from a tax policy perspective,
then distribute the controlled corporation. But,
it is difficult to see why such tax policy concerns
presumably, doing so would have led to a basis
should be able to be circumvented by reversing the
limit on the cash able to be distributed from the
direction of the spin-off. It would seem that a rational
controlled corporation to Historic Parent on a taxsystem should treat the two economically equivalent
free basis. As well, the taxpayer evidently wanted
alternatives in the same manner.
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actions
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ves ent by
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investor in
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uled tthat
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at a tax
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Distributing Newco and a borrowing at Business B
regardless of the spin-off are treated as part of the
(see Figure 3). A portion of the funds was used to
plan that includes the spin-off, a broad interpretation
pay off historic debt owed to Historic Parent, and
of the step transaction doctrine.
Distributing Newco contributed Historic Parent,
As mentioned, in order for the receipt of cash by
holding Business A, and cash to “Controlled Newco,”
Distributing to be tax-free under Code Sec. 361,
a wholly owned subsidiary of Distributing Newco.
Distributing must use the cash to pay creditors or
Finally, Distributing Newco distributed Controlled
shareholders pursuant to the plan of reorganizaNewco to the Distributing Newco shareholders.
tion.58 Two long-standing questions have been (1)
The ability to reverse the direction of the spin-off
whether payments to shareholders in the form of regis arguably the Achilles heel of an argument that
ular, periodic dividends can qualify, and (2) whether
the Code has rationality in this area.57 Because the
payments to shareholders pursuant to pre-existing
stock buyback programs can qualify. Arguably, these
structure replaces a cash distribution with a cash
payments are not made “in pursuance of the plan of
contribution, reversing the direction of the spin-off
reorganization,” because Distributing would have
eliminates nearly all the constraints that apply to
paid such dividends or made such repurchases in
debt shifts. In effect, instead of Distributing disposany event. However, the IRS has confirmed that
ing of a business for cash, Distributing retains the
these types of payments to shareholders do qualify,
business that was supposed to be disposed of and
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provided that they occur within a specified time
after the spin-off.59
While the step transaction doctrine questions
around the concept of what actions are pursuant
to the plan of reorganization are arguably different from those surrounding whether debt should
be respected as historic debt, the rulings regarding
dividends and stock buybacks seem to be in tension
with those discussed in Part V.A regarding Securitiesfor-Debt Exchanges. In permitting newly issued debt
to qualify, the IRS rejects the idea that the debt to
be repaid must be historic debt existing at the time
the plan to undertake the spin-off is adopted. Yet,
construing the newly issued debt as “old and cold”
would seem to imply that the scope of what is not
“old and cold,” i.e., the scope of actions that are
taken pursuant to the plan of reorganization, is
narrow. However, the IRS has also construed the
concept of “in pursuance of the plan of reorganization” broadly in holding that the payment of regular
dividends and the repurchase of stock pursuant to
existing stock buyback programs are actions taken
pursuant to the plan that includes the spin-off.
The IRS finds itself in a Catch-22. Ruling as
they have done appears inconsistent. On the
other
hand,
taken independently, the rulings seem
er h
and, ta
pragmatic.
Approving
newly issued debt seems
rag
gmaatic.
i Ap
A
pp
sensible
light
corporations
ensible in
n lig
ght of the
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payments of ordinary dividends and previously
announced stock buybacks seems sensible in light
of the fungibility of cash. To rule otherwise in each
case would have exacerbated the formalism inherent in the tracing approach in the statute. Each of
the requirement to repay Distributing debt with
Controlled securities and the requirement to pay
Distributing creditors or shareholders involves
tracing—i.e., Distributing must trace the securities
or cash it receives from Controlled to a particular use. Were the IRS to cease to rule in favor of
securities-for-newly-issued-debt exchanges or in
favor of the use of cash to pay regular dividends
or to buy back stock pursuant to existing repurchase programs, taxpayers and the IRS would be
in a position of having to draw lines that would
quickly become uncertain and feel unmotivated
by policy concerns.60

E. North-South
Another area where the IRS has been generous has
been in the “North-South” context. “North-South”
generally connotes a scenario where a parent
corporation contributes property to a subsidiary
corporation, which in turn distributes property to
the parent corporation, and the issue is whether
those two transfers should be viewed as being in
exchange for one another. The IRS has ruled on this
issue regularly where the parent corporation is the
shareholder receiving a purported distribution of a
controlled corporation from the subsidiary distributing corporation in a purported
internal Code Sec.
p
355
55 distribution.
d tribution 61
The
one
step further
201136009.
e IIRS
RS w
went o
ne st
urther in
n LTR 20
136009.62
In that ruling, the North-South transaction occurred
between Distributing and Controlled, as distinguished from occurring between the shareholder
of Distributing and Distributing. Controlled distributed cash to Distributing prior to an internal
D/355 (that preceded an external D/355) in which
Distributing contributed assets to Controlled.63 This
distribution of cash by Controlled would seem to
be a classic Code Sec. 361 distribution, such that
Distributing would be required to use the cash to
pay creditors or shareholders in order to receive
the cash on a tax-free basis. But, the IRS did not
require that Distributing so use the cash. Instead,
the taxpayer represented that there was “no regulatory, legal, contractual, or economic compulsion
or requirement that Distributing 1 make part or all
of the Distributing 1 Contribution as a condition to
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the distribution by Controlled of the Cash Distribution.”64 The IRS held that Code Sec. 301 applied to
the cash distribution.65
It seems that the North-South transaction could
occur on the same day and perhaps pursuant to a
single agreement. The North and South legs of the
transaction are clearly part of the same plan. And,
yet, the IRS is prepared to view the contribution
of assets and the distribution of cash as separate
because, as represented, there is no compulsion
to contribute the assets in order that the distribution can be made.66 In other words, the taxpayer
is effectively representing that the taxpayer would
have contributed the assets regardless of the cash
distribution and would have distributed the cash
regardless of the asset contribution. On that basis,
it seems understandable to treat the North and
South legs as separate transactions. And, notably,
the logic would not apply if Controlled were a
new corporation that leveraged up as part of the
spin-off, since the lenders would not lend to the
new corporation were it not for the assets to be
contributed—i.e., a new corporation could not give
the representation regarding lack of compulsion.
So, the approach of the ruling is limited to assets
in an
historic
nh
istoric Controlled that are desired to be removed
of the spin-off. Although
ovved
d as part
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g the ruling
appears
pp
pears to come
com
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step
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erpreeted
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actions
exchanges.
tiiionss as exc
an
The IRS
RS rruling
i
position,
however, has not so applied the step transaction
doctrine and, instead, has
as afforded
a orded taxpayers
taxpayer broad
bro
oad
d
latitude to treat contributions
distributions
utio and dist
ibut on ass
separate transactions, even where part of the same
transaction and overall plan.68

VI. Morris Trust Overlay
Exacerbates Sale Character
The sale character of a leveraged spin-off may be exacerbated if the leveraged corporation is subsequently
acquired by an unrelated party.69 Indeed, concerns
along these lines led to the enactment of Code Sec.
355(e) in 1997.70 Code Sec. 355(e) imposes tax on
Distributing if a spin-off is “part of a plan (or series of
related transactions)” pursuant to which one or more
persons acquire 50 percent or more of the vote or
value of the stock of either Controlled or Distributing.71 Code Sec. 355(e) was intended to quell spin-offs
that resemble corporate level sales, but the statute is
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overbroad, as it applies regardless of whether any debt
was shifted, does not turn on whether the leveraged
company or the other company is acquired, and does
not depend on whether the acquiror supports or pays
off debt incurred by the acquired company.
A transaction involving Viacom and TCI appears to
have catalyzed the enactment of Code Sec. 355(e).72
In that transaction, as explained in greater detail
below, a Controlled corporation (Old Sub) that had
incurred debt in connection with the transaction and
transferred the proceeds indirectly to Distributing
was acquired,73 raising concerns that the transaction
resembled a sale of the Controlled corporation. According to the private ruling74 and the public filings
for the Viacom/TCI transaction,75 a publicly traded
Parent (Viacom) owned Old Sub (Viacom International), which borrowed funds (the “New Debt”).76
Old Sub contributed the cash proceeds of the New
Debt, along with all of Old Sub’s noncable assets,
to New Sub (Viacom Services), while New Sub assumed all the debt of Old Sub other than the New
Debt and assumed all the noncable liabilities of Old
Sub.77 Old Sub then distributed all the stock of New
Sub to Parent in an internal distribution.78 Old Sub’s
common stock was recapitalized into a class of common stock that would convert into preferred stock79
upon the investment by a third party in Old Sub.
Then, Parent distributed the Old Sub common stock
to some of Parent’s public shareholders pursuant to
an exchange offer.80 Immediately after that split-off
distribution, a subsidiary of TCI invested cash in Old
Sub in exchange for a new class of common stock.81
The TCI
TC investment
invvestmeent caused
cau ed the
the common
common stock
stock in Old
O
Sub
ub owned
ow
wned by the public
p ic to
to convert
co
onver into
into preferred
prefe
erre
stock. Thus, following the transaction, the subsidiary
of TCI owned all the voting stock and common stock
of Old Sub, while the public shareholders who tendered into the exchange offer owned the Old Sub
preferred stock.82
Despite the fact that the IRS issued a ruling, it
could be argued that the transaction was akin to
a sale by Parent of Old Sub (which held the Parent
group’s historic cable business) in exchange for the
cash that Old Sub contributed to New Sub (i.e., the
New Debt proceeds). A concern may have been
that TCI would support the New Debt or maybe
even pay some or all of it off. Indeed, the cash
contribution by the TCI subsidiary to Old Sub at
the end of the sequence of steps provided funds to
Old Sub to service or repay the New Debt. From
that point of view, it is as if TCI bought the lever-
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aged cable business from Distributing (Parent) with
the debt serving as a mechanic for getting TCI’s
cash to Distributing. From this perspective, the
transaction is a variant of Waterman Steamship.
In Waterman Steamship,83 an acquirer wished to
acquire a subsidiary from a corporate parent. In
order to take advantage of rules favoring dividends
over sales proceeds, the sales proceeds were restyled as a dividend in the form of debt issued by
the target subsidiary to the seller, and the buyer
provided the funds to repay the debt. By analogy,
here, Controlled (Old Sub) borrowed from third
parties, transferred the borrowing proceeds to
Distributing, its parent, and then the acquiror of
Controlled provided the funds to repay the debt. In
both cases, the Code favors Distributing receiving
a distribution from Controlled over a payment to
Distributing from an acquiror.
The propriety of Code Sec. 355(e) was hotly
debated prior to its enactment.84 Commentators
argued that the provision should be tailored to
the concern that some spin-offs coupled with
acquisitions resembled corporate-level sales.
For example, the New York State Bar Association
(NYSBA) argued against a general rule imposing
gain
recognition
on all spin-offs coupled with
n re
ecog
gnit
acquisitions
cq
quis
i itio
i i ns and
aan instead advocated targeting
g
scenarios
company
cenarios where
w ere the merged
whe
merge comp
ny was over8
leveraged.
eve
eragged.85
The
Th
eN
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ed that many sp
spin-offs
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do
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ou
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dw
ith aac
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q
o not re
semble sales,
as there
are
t
th
arre often
of en good
od business
b ness reasons to do
spin-offs
f ffollowed by acquisitions.86 Moreover, the
reasonable allocation off pre-existing
p existin
ng debt
debt did
d not
not
strike the NYSBA as abusive.
sive 87 A reasonable
reasonaab e allocaalloc tion would take into account the value and nature
of the respective businesses.88 Some businesses
are typically conducted with more leverage than
others. The NYSBA distinguished abusive cases in
which the acquired company was overleveraged
and proposed a standard for determining whether
the acquired company was overleveraged.89
Indeed, a proposed amendment to Code Sec. 355(e)
in 2005 would have followed the NYSBA in limiting the application of Code Sec. 355(e) to scenarios
where the merged company was overleveraged. The
bill90 would have applied Code Sec. 355(e) only if the
company undergoing the prearranged change in control was “highly leveraged” (i.e., had a debt-to-equity
ratio greater than two-to-one) immediately after the
distribution and had “excess relative leverage.”91
Under a special rule, if the debt-to-equity ratio of the
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change in control company were at least six-to-one
and there were a prearranged change in control, then
the gain realized on the distribution would have been
recognized regardless whether the merged company
had excess relative leverage.92
Thus, spin-offs coupled with acquisitions by a
third party of either Distributing or Controlled put
the Alter Ego Theory to the test, as the transaction
does not merely involve Distributing dividing into
Distributing and Controlled but rather a third party
acquiring Controlled. Recall that the basic version
of the Morris Trust Theory, described in Part III
above, would apply if debt were shifted in excess
of basis and the leveraged company were acquired.
Thus, the basic version of the Morris Trust Theory
would split the difference between the theory of
the NYSBA and H.R. 4187, on the one hand, and
the Sale Theory, on the other hand, in that the basic
version of the Morris Trust Theory would not require
overleveraging. It would apply if debt were shifted
in excess of basis, even if the amount of leverage
on the acquired company were not excessive. Yet,
the Morris Trust Theory, both the basic version and
the overleveraging version advanced by the NYSBA
and H.R. 4187, limits imposition of tax to scenarios
where the leveraged company is acquired, while
the Sale Theory would impose tax if debt in excess
of basis were shifted even if the leveraged company
were not acquired. And, Code Sec. 355(e) itself
embodies yet a different theory—that any change of
control is sufficient to result in corporate-level gain,
regardless of whether any
y debt was shifted, whether
the
he leveraged
leveragged company
co
omp
pan was
wa acquired
acqu red and
and whether
w
whethe
the
is excessively
he leveraged
levera ed company
comp
exce
e ess v ly leveraged.
leveraged

VII. Source of Funds Is
Controlled Equity, Not Debt
The Code is equally formalistic when the source of
funds is Controlled equity, rather than debt, providing
different treatment depending on formal structure for
economically equivalent transactions.
The simplest way for Distributing to monetize its
investment is to sell Controlled equity to a buyer in a
secondary sale. If so, Distributing will recognize gain
equal to the difference between the amount received
and Distributing’s basis in the sold shares.93
If instead, Distributing causes Controlled to issue
shares in a primary offering and then pay the cash
to Distributing as a distribution under Code Sec.
361, Distributing may receive the cash tax-free if it
satisfies the Use of Proceeds Requirement and, to
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the extent the cash is used to repay Distributing’s
creditors, up to Distributing’s basis in Controlled.94
Further, the structure is subject to a 50-percent limitation on the amount of stock issued under Code
Sec. 355(e) and a 20-percent limitation by reason of
the requirement that Distributing distribute control
of Controlled.95 But, the latter requirement is easily
overcome by having the public buy low-vote shares.
In a third alternative, Distributing could monetize
its investment through a stock-for-debt exchange,
including a stock-for-newly-issued-debt exchange. In
this structure, Distributing issues new debt for cash,
satisfies the 5/14 Plan, and exchanges Controlled
stock for the newly issued Distributing debt. The three
structures are illustrated in Figure 4. In the latter structure, no basis limit applies and no Use of Proceeds
Requirement applies. The Code Sec. 355(e) 50-percent limit does apply and, although, the 20-percent
limit applies, it can be addressed in this structure, just
as it can be addressed in the structure that relies on
Code Sec. 361, through the use of low-vote stock.96
One wonders if a structure could work in which
stock is exchanged for newly issued preferred stock.
Suppose Distributing issues preferred stock to investors, but the preferred stock is issued as part of a
5/14
4 Plan.
Pllan. All the parties know that the preferred
stock
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distributes control of Controlled to Distributing
shareholders. Do the preferred stockholders count
as shareholders? At first glance, one might think they
should not, because the preferred stock is transitory.
However, the IRS’s willingness to treat newly issued
debt as debt for purposes of qualifying an exchange
of Controlled stock or securities under Code Sec.
361 suggests that the IRS may also be willing to treat
the preferred stock as “old and cold” for purposes
of Code Secs. 355(a) and 368(a)(1)(D).

VIII. Where Do We Go from Here?
One could argue that the status quo, while inefficient, is acceptable. Deals do get done on more or
less the business terms that are desired. Taxpayers
obtain rulings where needed, and often the ruling
process does not impede the timing of a transaction
as spin-offs take time to plan even apart from the IRS
private ruling process.
But, the system is inefficient, uncertain, and idiosyncratic, because many of the rules are inherent in IRS
ruling practice. Taxpayers must incur the time and expense of seeking rulings for many transactions, because
advisors applying traditional doctrine and analyses
would not be able to provide the level of comfort that
parties seek. Further, parties must incorporate transaction steps—such as newly issued debt or reversing the
direction of the spin—that they would not have taken
apart from tax considerations, not a salutary condition
for a system based on voluntary compliance. Finally,
the status quo arguably lodges too much power in the
IRS, as the issuance of private rulings is discretionary.
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The system places a premium on the IRS’s ability to apply its ruling standards even-handedly and objectively.
While the IRS has largely succeeded in this dimension
to date, the system’s dependency on IRS decisionmaking protocols makes the system fragile.
One potential improvement would be for the IRS
to issue published rulings confirming certain of the
standards the IRS applies to private rulings. Each of
the structures discussed in Part V above would be a
candidate for a published ruling. The approach would
be reminiscent of the IRS’s approach to the business
purpose requirement under Code Sec. 355. Historically, the IRS ruled on business purpose, but in 2003,
the IRS announced that it would no longer rule on
business purpose and would instead provide published
guidance.97 If the IRS does choose to issue published
rulings, however, it would be desirable, at least for a
period of time, for the IRS to continue to privately rule
so that taxpayers may develop experience with the
published rulings and an appreciation of their scope.
Another arguable improvement would be for
Congress to amend the statute to treat liability assumptions, cash distributions and Securities-for-Debt
Exchanges consistently in respect of basis limitations. In one direction, Congress could improve the
consistency
sisteency
y of the Code by imposing a basis limit
on
Exchanges.98 Alternatively,
n Sec
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omalyy
that reversing the direction
spin
eliminates
on of the
he sp
n el
minates aalll
the constraints on shifting debt. One could argue that
the ability to avoid such constraints by reversing the
direction of the spin is not a significant problem, because it is often very difficult to reverse the direction
of the spin. For example, if a large public company
wishes to spin off a relatively small business, it would
often be impractical to spin off the businesses that
would otherwise be retained. The taxpayer would not
want the businesses that would normally be retained
to be inconvenienced by the dislocation and conveyancing issues that often come with being spun off.
However, depending on the facts, these issues may be
smaller or larger impediments. Given that many businesses are conducted in subsidiaries, it may be that
individual assets and contracts need not be transferred
regardless of which business is retained and which
is spun off, thus mitigating conveyancing concerns.
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Ideally, the rules applicable to debt shifts in spin-offs
would apply independent of form—meaning that the
rules would not hinge on which business is spun off,
on the mechanic for shifting debt from Distributing
to Controlled, or on whether Controlled is old and
cold. The following example, set forth in Figure 5,
raises a fundamental question for any regime, namely,
whether leaving one corporation with debt in excess
of basis should result in current tax. In the example,
pre–spin-off Distributing has positive net asset basis,101
while after the spin-off, one resulting corporation, X,
has positive net asset basis, while the other resulting
corporation, Y, has negative net asset basis. Suppose,
as set forth in Figure 5, pre–spin-off Distributing has
1,000 of asset basis and 300 of liabilities for a net asset
basis of 700. Suppose that in the spin-off, Distributing
divides into two, resulting in Corporation X, with 900
of asset basis and no liabilities, and Corporation Y, with
100 of asset basis and 300 of liabilities. Thus, X has
900 of net asset basis, and Y has negative 200 of net
asset basis. Under current law, if X were Controlled,
then Distributing, Y, would not recognize gain, as Y
disposed of a business with 900 of basis and no liabilities were shifted to that business.
If Y were Controlled, however, then the answer
would depend. If the 300 of liabilities were assumed
or if Y had borrowed 300 and distributed the proceeds
to Distributing (and Distributing had not further
distributed the proceeds to its shareholders), then
Distributing would recognize gain of 200, whereas
if the debt shift occurred via a Securities-for-Debt
Exchange, Distributing would not recognize gain on
the
he transaction.
t ansaction. In any
any event,
vent, under current law,
aw, no
n
basis
asis step-up
step-up would
would result.
lt.
Intuitions may vary as to whether the example presents an appropriate occasion to tax. A believer in the
Alter Ego Theory would argue that no tax should be
triggered on the spin-off despite Y having asset basis
less than liabilities. The outcome under the other
theories might depend on which of X and Y were Distributing. Assuming X were Distributing, a believer in
the Sale Theory would argue that 200 of gain should
be recognized by X with a corresponding 200 basis
step-up to Y. An adherent of the basic version of the
Morris Trust Theory may argue that the 200 of gain
should be recognized only if the spin-off is part of a
plan pursuant to which Y would be acquired. Under
the overleveraging version of the Morris Trust Theory,
the 200 of gain should be recognized only if the
spin-off is part of such a plan and Y is overleveraged
taking into account the industry it is in.
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Suppose that Y, the resulting company with negative
net asset basis, were Distributing. Thus, mechanically,
Y disposed of X. The liabilities in excess of asset basis
were retained, not shifted. To be consistent, the Sale
Theory ought to result in 200 of gain recognition, and
the Morris Trust Theory ought to apply in the same
manner as if X were Distributing.102 In effect, this
approach would cause gain recognition if liabilities
exceed basis in either of the resulting companies (the
“Greater Of Rule”). This approach would be a far cry
from current law, which generally respects a transferor
as transferor and does not impose tax on retained assets.
Moreover, the approach would have to be considered as it related to taxable distributions by a
corporation. Suppose the Greater Of Rule applied
to Code Sec. 355 transactions, but not to spin-offs
that failed to satisfy Code Sec. 355. It may be that a
corporate taxpayer conducting two businesses would
rather separate the two businesses outside Code Sec.
355, since the taxpayer could then choose which
business would give rise to gain recognition. In the
above example, a distribution of X outside of Code
Sec. 355 would result in gain recognition equal to the
value of X less, generally, the 900 basis in X, which
gain might be less than the 200 gain that would be
recognized
the Greater Of Rule.
ogniized
d under
un
Even
Evven more
m e fundamentally,
f nd
fun
y the Greater Of Rule would
need
considered
relative to a sc
scenario
where a
eeed to
o be con
nsid
relativ
enario w
corporation
corp
p ation
pora
n borrows
borrrow and
nd distributes
bu the cash proceeds
pro
off tthe borr
borrowing
shareholders,
transaction
b
rowingg to its
ts share
holders a trans
colloquially
“leveraged
recapitalization.”
lloqu
uiially
lly known
kknown as a “le
e ged re
it li
Under current law, such a transaction does not give
rise to corporate level gain,
ain, because
ecause the corporation
corporation
n
does not distribute an appreciated
makes
no
ppre ted aasset.
set. It ma
akes n
o
difference under current law that the corporation might
have negative net asset basis after the distribution. If the
Greater Of Rule applied to Code Sec. 355 distributions
and not to leveraged recapitalizations, taxpayers would
have yet another incentive to avoid Code Sec. 355.
Another example serves to clarify intuitions
around the significance of historic debt for the
Alter Ego Theory and the Sale Theory. Suppose, as
set forth in Figure 6, that the facts are the same as

Figure 5: Can We Do This
Without Reference to Form?
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in Figure 5, except that post–spin-off X has asset
basis of 1200 and liabilities of 300. In other words,
X may have received 300 of cash from Y, but instead
of using the 300 to repay liabilities of 300, X retained the cash. Current law would generally treat
the 300 received by X as taxable boot.103 Arguably,
the transaction looks more like a sale than the example in Figure 5, because the transaction does not
merely allocate the 300 of pre–spin-off liabilities,
but rather provides X with cash on its balance sheet.
Indeed, even more to the point, one could consider
an example where pre–spin-off Distributing had no
debt, Controlled borrowed funds, Controlled distributed the funds to Distributing and Distributing
retained the funds for its own corporate purposes.
These examples raise the question whether the
Alter Ego Theory depends on Distributing having
had historic debt that is economically allocated
in the spin-off.104 It could be difficult to sustain an
Alter Ego Theory that depended on historic debt
being allocated, however, since many companies
without debt likely could have borrowed, and thus,
distinguishing between those that did and did not
borrow seems somewhat arbitrary.
An advocate of applying the Sale Theory or the Morris Trust Theory without regard to form would also have
to come to grips with a scenario where pre–spin-off
Distributing had negative net asset basis. Suppose, as
shown in Figure 7 below, before the spin-off, Distributing has 300 of asset basis and 1,000 of liabilities, i.e.,
a 700 negative net asset basis. Suppose that after the
spin-off, X has asset basis of 300 and zero liabilities,
while
whil
e Y has
has zero asset
asset basis
b sis and
and 1,000
1,000 of liabilities.
l abi ities. As
A
shown
after
hown in Figure
F gure 7 below,
be
after the
the spin-off,
spin-of , X has 300
30
of net asset basis and Y has 1,000 of negative net asset
basis. For a Sale Theory adherent, the intuition may be
that 1,000 of gain should be recognized, because it is
as if X sold the zero basis Y assets for 1,000 of liability
assumption. Under the Greater Of Rule, that would
appear to be the result, since looking at the transaction
the other way—as if Y had sold X—there would appear
to be zero gain recognized since liabilities are zero
and basis is 300. Alternatively, however, a Sale Theory
advocate might conclude that 700 of gain should be
recognized, because the spin-off is the time to recapture the 700 of pre–spin-off negative net asset basis
but no more than that. Or, perhaps 300 of gain should
be recognized because the spin-off has exacerbated
negative net asset basis by only 300.
Indeed, the source of the negative net asset basis may
bolster the conclusion that only 300 of gain should
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Figure 6: Do Gross Liabilities Matter?

Figure 7: Starting with Negative Net
Asset Basis

be recognized in this example. Suppose that the 700
of pre–spin-off negative net asset basis corresponds
to 700 of net operating loss in Distributing, as could
well have occurred if Distributing depreciated or
amortized assets resulting in the low asset basis. If so,
then arguably the net operating loss should be taken
into account like basis, as both basis and net operating
losses are tax attributes. Thus, if the net operating loss
stays with Y in the spin-off, then under the Greater Of
Rule,
arguably,
e, ar
rguably, the measure based on Y should be the
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On January
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a
after
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for publication,
public
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he IRS
h
IRS announced
aanno nc significant
ant limitations
limit ti
ruling policy with respect to spin-offs.1† The new
limitations stem from
concerns
m the
t
conceern discussed
discussed
d
in this article and raised
commentators
over
sed by com
men
ntators o
v r
the years. These long-standing questions led the
IRS and the Treasury to review the policies and,
consistent with the recommendation of the article,
seek to issue published guidance. Specifically,
under the new policy, until it resolves each issue by
publishing a revenue ruling, a revenue procedure,
or otherwise, the IRS will not rule on whether
(1) Code Sec. 355 or 361 applies to a securitiesfor-newly-issued-debt exchange, (2) the two legs
of a “north-south” transaction will be respected
as separate, or (3) a corporation qualifies as a
“controlled corporation” under Code Sec. 355(a)
(1)(A) where such corporation is recapitalized
into high-vote/low-vote shares or where there is a
pre-spin-off public offering of low-vote shares of
such corporation.2†† Parts V.A and V.B of this article
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1,000 liability assumption less the sum of the zero asset
basis and 700 of net operating loss of Y, for gain of 300.
An approach that seeks to tax spin-offs independent
of form would need to address many unanswered
questions. While the above discussion raises a number
of basic questions, it does not even begin to address
any of the complexities that would arise in the case
of internal spin-offs, inside/outside basis differentials,
and the existence of assets held in subsidiaries and
liabilities owed by subsidiaries. While the formality of
current law is vexing, true reform would involve upending basic tax law concepts like the identity of the
transferor and the realization requirement. Accordingly, it appears that in this area, form will continue
to drive results. That said, putting aside the formality
that derives from the ability to reverse the direction of
the spin-off, the area could be made more consistent
and predictable through the issuance of published
rulings or statutory amendments that provided consistent rules for economically equivalent transactions.
Furthermore, consideration should be given to the
basic version of the Morris Trust Theory under which
cash in excess of basis is taxed if the leveraged company is acquired, regardless of whether the leveraged
company is overleveraged, as this variant does not
appear to have previously been developed.

discuss the IRS’s recent ruling practice with respect
to securities-for-newly-issued-debt exchanges,
and Part V.E discusses the recent ruling practice
with respect to “north-south” transactions. Part VII
off this
th s article
art cle discusses
d scusse recent
recent structures
structures where
where
a dis
distributing
from
tr but ng ccorporation
orpo on receives
eceives cash fro
om a
public offering of (oftentimes, low-vote) shares of
a controlled corporation. Part VIII of this article
suggests that the IRS should consider enhancing its
ruling practice in these and other areas relevant to
leveraged spin-off transactions by issuing published
guidance, but that it should continue to rule
privately, at least until taxpayers become familiar
with the published standards. In light of the recent
curtailments to the ruling policy and the resulting
uncertainty among taxpayers, the author believes it
is especially desirable for the IRS to issue published
guidance expeditiously in these areas.
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See Rev. Proc. 2013-3, IRB 2013-1, 113.
Id., at 123–24 (§§5.01(9)–(10), 5.02(2)).
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